
I hope this newsletter finds you well this Spring season. Despite

our encounter with Zoom fatigue at one point or another, it has

been motivating and encouraging to see many of you at the

virtual HNS events since the beginning of the year. In addition

to the board’s hard work to continue offering our monthly

events, I am excited to share that we are entering our second

year of the HNS mentorship program and have expanded

community outreach to include additional graduate training

programs across Houston. We have also integrated continuing

education topics to promote cultural awareness, as we stand

by our statement last year regarding systemic changes that are

needed in response to the persisting racial injustice seen

around the world, as well as the growing need for competent

neuropsychological services for our diverse community. We

remain committed to further growing and improving upon the

resources we can offer you, in collaboration with other

programs and societies.

 

Thanks to the creativity and initiative of this year’s board

members, there has been a rebranding effort with the first

product being our brand new logo! Feel free to reach out to us

if you have ideas or would like to get involved. As we continue

to monitor the situation to determine when we may safely

transition back to in-person events, please stay tuned for

announcements and join us at our upcoming talks. We thank

you for your continued support, and we wish our new

members a warm welcome.
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In January, we welcomed our 2021 HNS President, Dr. Stella Kim
and bid farewell to our Immediate Past President, Jennifer
Stinson, PhD, ABPP. Members had fun testing their knowledge
of neuroanatomy and other neuropsychology facts during the
virtual trivia event with colleagues over Zoom. Congratulations
to the trivia winner, Dr. Aimee Giammittorio! Following trivia,
Dr. Kim provided an engaging presentation regarding the
Overview and Cross Cultural and Considerations for
Neuropsychological Assessment of Asian Americans.                            

CHECK OUT OUR NEW LOGO!
HNS IS REFRESHING ITS BRAND

PRESIDENT'S RECEPTION
THANK YOU TO JENNIFER STINSON, PHD, ABPP
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The HNS Board would like to thank everyone who submitted logos for the HNS logo competition!  There  

were several excellent logos submitted for
consideration. The logo to the left received the
most votes from our board and is officially the new
face of HNS' brand! The mosaic represents the
diversity of the city of Houston and our
neuropsychological community. HNS will be
refreshing our website and other aspects of the
organization's brand over the next several months.
Please contact us if you  are interested in
contributing to HNS' rebranding initiatives at
houstonneuropsych@gmail.com . 



May 2021
MAY 24, 2021 | TIME: 5:30 PM CST
CE Virtual Talk: Corwin Boake, PhD, ABPP
Topic: "AACN Guidelines on Uniform Labeling of Test Scores"

June 2021
JUNE 17, 2021 | TIME: 5:30 PM CST
CE Virtual Talk: Ola-Edo Nwana, PhD
Topic: "Assessment of Medical Decision-Making Capacity"

July 2021
DATE AND TIME: TBD
CE Virtual Talk: Postdoctoral Research Symposium

August 2021
CE Virtual Talk
Topic: TBD

September 2021
HNS Mentorship Program Starts
Virtual Fall Social

October 2021
Virtual HNS Fall Symposium

If you would like to be added to
the HNS listserv after you register
for membership, please send a
request to HNS at
houstonneuropsych@gmail.com
with your full name, affiliation,
title, and email address.

MEMBERSHIP & LISTSERV
REGISTRATION 

If you would like to become a new
member or need to renew your
membership, please go to
http://houstonneuropsych.com/
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SAVE THE DATE
UPCOMING HNS VIRTUAL
EVENTS

HNS' continuing education lectures 
and social events will remain virtual
until we can safely transition back to
in-person events. Some dates and times are still
pending and will be updated via the listserv. See
below for a preview of the wonderful speakers
and events we have scheduled for 2021!

The HNS Mentorship Program aims to
1) increase the awareness and
accessibility of every facet of
neuropsychology, including clinical
practice, research, education, and
training, and 2) create a space for
trainees (e.g., research assistants,
undergraduates, graduate students,
interns, and postdoctoral fellows) to
seek guidance and support from
senior colleagues and
neuropsychologists, as they navigate
different phases of their professional
development.

Read more on the next page about
one mentor and mentee pair, Divya
Thomas and Dr. Baruch Williams, that
is building a lasting mentoring
relationship in the program!

HNS MENTORSHIP
PROGRAM
LOOKING FORWARD TO 2ND YEAR

Active members are eligible for
FREE CE credit after attending our
monthly CE talks!



Q1: What is your current position? I am a pediatric

neuropsychologist at a private practice.

Q2: What are your clinical and/or research interests in

neuropsychology? My interests are largely clinical, particularly

since I work in the private practice sector. However, research

constantly informs my clinical work; therefore, I find great value

in research, current studies, and new findings/interventions. 

Q3: What is your favorite part of the HNS mentorship program?

I have really enjoyed getting to know my mentee as it relates to

her academic life and personal life. When she has a success, we

celebrate together! I am excited when she is excited to share

great news with me. I also look forward to seeing her compete

in an upcoming powerlifting competition!

Q4: What fun facts do you want to share about yourself? My

journey started as a thespian. I love naps - my friends call me

the queen of naps. I sing and lead worship at my church. I will

go to multiple places in one evening to have the perfect meal

(e.g., Sonic for a drink, Grand Lux for entrée, and Cheesecake

Factory for dessert)!

THE HNS MENTORSHIP PROGRAM
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Divya Thomas
University of Houston

Baruch Williams, PhD
Pediatric Clinical Neuropsychologist

BUILDING LASTING CONNECTIONS
GETTING TO KNOW A HNS MENTOR AND MENTEE!

Q1: What is your current position? I am a student at the

University of Houston.

Q2: What are your clinical and/or research interests in

neuropsychology? At the U of H Cognitive Development Lab, I

was recently hired as a Research Assistant. Their articles and

research are fascinating, especially since they were working

children ranging in age from three months to thirteen years. This

experience has allowed me to see how neuropsychology and

cognitive psychology are very similar. 

Q3: What is your favorite part of the HNS mentorship program? 

 HNS matched my mentor and me in a very efficient manner. We

became friends and shared a wide range of interests. Dr.

Williams was extremely helpful in my search for a position as a

research assistant. We spend time each semester talking about

which classes I'll need. She makes sure I'm not overcommitting

myself to a wide range of activities.

Q4: What fun facts do you want to share about yourself?  I am a

senior psychology major with a minor in Biology. I am a USAPL

powerlifter and also in UH powerlifting. I volunteer with AVDA

(Aid to Victims of Domestic Violence). I am also a regional

member for our church, it is a 2 year commitment. I have a

fascination for hypnosis and the human brain, so I read and

research books and articles during my free time. 



PAST PRESIDENT
Jennifer Stinson, PhD, ABPP
Baylor College of Medicine

PRESIDENT
Stella Kim, PsyD
McGovern Medical School at UTHealth
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Hannah Combs, PhD
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SECRETARY
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McGovern Medical School at UTHealth
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Beatriz MacDonald, PhD
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Baylor College of Medicine

STUDENT LIAISONS
Chaniqua Mazyck, MA
University of Houston

Alyssa Krentzel, PsyD
Texas Children's Hospital/
Baylor College of Medicine

HNS would like to thank our outgoing board members. Bethany
Williams, PhD (former President and Member at Large), Adriana Strutt,
PhD, ABPP-CN (former President and Member at Large) and Agustina
Rossetti, PhD (former Treasurer and Member at Large) have stepped
down from their positions. Kelly Halverson, MA, our former Graduate
Student Liaison, will be transitioning to internship. Lindsay Niccolai,
PhD, our former Postdoctoral Liaison, will also be moving on to
become an excellent clinical neuropsychologist. We thank them for
their service and contributions to the HNS board. We would also like
to thank Adam Christensen, PhD who will be transitioning from his
Member-at-Large role to Treasurer.

Please join us in giving a warm HNS welcome to our new liaisons,
Chaniqua Mazyck, MA, (Graduate Student Liaison) and Alyssa Krentzel,
PsyD (Postdoc Liaison)! 

WELCOMES & FAREWELLS
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HNS BOARD MEMBERS

Kelly Halverson, MA Lindsay Niccolai, PhD

Chaniqua Mazyck, MA Alyssa Krentzel, PsyD


